2017 License Upgrades
License Fees for Walk-ups

Total Cost

UCI/CCA 18+

$140.00

UCI/CCA U18
Citizen (MB Race license)
(Note: $10 more than online
fee)

$95.00
$80.00

LICENSE UPGRADES on RACE
DAY
Online License Fees
ADULT UCI/CCA $134.00
U18 UCI/CCA $85.00
Citizen $70.00
General card $60.00 (non-race)
General digital $55.00 (nonrace)

ADULT (18+)
Upgrade to Adult
UCI/CCA
n/a
n/a
$140-$70 = $70.00
$140 - $60 = $80.00
$140 - $55.00 =
$85.00

Special Instructions
Photo and Waiver
required
Photo and Waiver
required
Waiver required

YOUTH (U18)
Upgrade to U18
UCI/CCA
n/a
n/a
n/a
$85 - $60 = $25.00
$85.00 - $55.00 = $30.00

ADULT (MB)
Upgrade to Citizen
n/a
n/a
n/a
$80 - $60 =$20.00
$80 - $55.00 =
$25.00

NOTE:
Above license fees include a processing fee and taxes
Kids of Mud and youth race licenses (under the age of 17 that are not in the KOM program) have the same
license type. Both are the U17 UCI/CCA License. These licenses require a photo and a signed paper copy
of the waiver. Only a parent or legal guardian can sign the waiver. The MCA office must have a filed copy
of the original waiver on file. Waivers are kept for 10 years.
The Citizen Race license is available for purchase for adult racers. All racers must race in the beginner
ability category only. If they want to move up to a more competitive category they need to upgrade their
license to a UCI/CCA adult license. Citizen licenses can now be purchased annually (no one year
restriction). License holders may race in the Provincials (upgrade to UCI not required).
General members must upgrade to a racing license type in order to race (i.e.: Citizen race license or UCI
race license). The exception would be if the organizer has purchased commercial event insurance for nonmembers in advance to the race.
Note: There is a $10.00 savings when licensed are purchased in advance, online.

Race Day instructions
1)Participant must complete the following:
Manual license form
Adult Waiver or Youth Waiver. The latter must be signed by a parent or legal
guardian
2)Registration must collect license fee or upgrade
3)All paperwork and payment must be turned in to the MCA office asap.
The participant will not be able to participant in future races until their licenses are entered into CCN.
The MCA office will contact participant to arrange
photo

